Welcome!

Welcome back from 51LB!

Special welcome to those joining us for first 51L class. See me at end of class for some logistical details.
Old & New

**The Same Stuff**
- ELN & Sapling Pre-lab
- Lab reports as post-lab
- Recall techniques learned previously

**New Stuff**
- Small group presentation post-lab
- New experiments!
- More complex experiments
Positive from 51LB Evals

- Clear
- Makes sure everyone understands
- Videos simple and clear (Thanks! I work hard on these and they take a lot of time to make! Glad you appreciate them!)
Critique from 51LB Evals

Things we can adjust

● Location of lab lec slides - Done!
● More focus on “techniques and theory,” less post-lab
  ○ If you want to go over pre-lab material, post it in Piazza & tag. I do look!

Things we can’t adjust

● Sending emails to the class (Use Piazza if you want announcements direct to email!)
● More lab lec options/different time. (We CANNOT get more rooms or earlier. I’ve tried!)
An Issue I Need to Hear About Sooner!

“My TA still has only returned grades up until Experiment 2. I have not received ANY information as to how capable I am at writing my own scaffolds and I feel as if I am getting an unfair disadvantage in comparison to my classmates. None of my work has been improved since the beginning of the quarter because I do not receive adequate feedback.”

Please tell me this BEFORE final evals so I can intervene! Definitely NOT acceptable TA job!
Pre-Lab Reminders

Pre-lab must be 100% complete* before lab.

Everything does not have to be perfectly correct to attend lab, but it must be complete!
For Sapling, complete for lab = all questions either a) answered correctly after attempts or b) attempted and given up on. Sapling score will be whatever score you earn.
Post-Lab Reminders

Follow…

- General report guidelines (Info & Docs page)
- Report hints on experiment handouts

Scaffold worksheets are still on 51LB pages. Feel free to use them to help organize your thoughts.
Questions?
Let’s Play a Game!

Chem 51L review quiz game time!
Best to play in small groups (2-3).
Need ONE internet device per group.
Top 3 groups get 1 bonus point for lab lecture.

Go to kahoot.it
51LC Lab Lecture Requests?

If you have a specific topic you would like to work on in class this quarter, tell me using the Google form on the class website (or Piazza). http://goo.gl/forms/8XBKFs6wcP

Open until Sunday, April 4, 10 PM